Therapeutic use of antithrombin concentrate in sepsis.
Sepsis and its associated complications of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) continue to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality. Improved detection of all forms of DIC is essential to assure earlier diagnosis. Studies already indicate that the therapeutic use of antithrombin (AT) concentrate may produce a more positive outcome for sepsis-associated DIC. If DIC could be identified earlier and AT concentrate could then be given earlier in the sepsis continuum, study results for the use of AT concentrate in humans might reveal a statistically significant difference versus placebo, and the efficacy of AT concentrate for this syndrome is more likely to be proved. Fixed-bolus doses of AT concentrate based on body weight are currently preferred, but improved, user-friendly assays for plasma AT levels would permit more rapid turnaround time for AT results and could help fine-tune the use of AT concentrate to the specific needs of each patient. Clinical trials involving the therapeutic use of AT concentrate in sepsis should continue, and it can be hoped that their design will reflect the concepts and conclusions offered by this panel of investigators.